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Business Tips
///////// The Pyramids Principle

DOING WHAT 

YOU PROMISED

In this issue’s business tips, Mike Yates 

takes a look at doing what you said you 

would do -  when you said you would do it... 

or put simply, doing what you prom ised!

W
ith  any New Y ear m any p e o p le  in 

business consider this an opportun ity  

to make fresh starts, new promises to 

themselves and with this cornes ali the 

energy and excitement of how “th is will be the year 

that....” However statistics tell us that only a very small 

proportion will execute these plans. Why? Well, this 

happens fo r many reasons; however what we have 

noticed is a selection of the traits of the owners of more 

successful businesses. Those who exhibit these traits 

hit their targets and goals year on year.

In a nutshell, running a successful business requires personal 

accountability, discipline and above ail implementation when 

it cornes to executing our ideas and plans.

One way to do this is to remember the Pyramids Principle: 

First of ail your goals and plans need to be précisé: 

This is because the mind is an extremely powerful goal 

setting tool -  so this does mean we need to specify 

exactly what it is that we wish to achieve. For example, if 

your desire is to “grow your business” overthe next year, 

then how much exactly would you like to grow it? State 

a précisé amount. The more précisé the goal, the more 

précisé will be your performance.

Your goals must be yours, only you can set them and 

therefore only you can drive them. Your goals must be 

important to you -  simply because you will be more fired up 

to achieve them. If your goals are set by others then it will be 

highly likely that you will start to use words like “I should do 

this” and “I should do that”. If your goals are not your own 

then it’s highly likely you are setting goals for your business 

according to other people’s ideas, values and expectations 

(i.e. what you think, they think, you should be doing!).
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You will need resources: Whatever you décidé your 

business goals will be you will need to make sure that you 

have ail of the various resources necessary to achieve 

them. One of the problems here is that many business 

peop le  try  and learn too  many spec ia lis t skillse ts 

themselves (that could involve technical know-how in 

the areas of, say, marketing, sales, finance, recruitment, 

personnel, etc). Then they try and do it ail themselves. 

One of the defining areas of serial entrepreneurs is that 

they can clearly define what they know they enjoy and are 

good at, the rest they will outsource.

When setting goals they have to be realistic. So they 

need to be achievable. When we set unrealistic goals 

ail that tends to happen is that we get demotivated very, 

very quickly. One way around this is if you set a goal 

such as doubling your business profits (a good, clear 

and very specific goal), then the achievability of this 

goal may mean a more realistic timescale -  so lowerthe 

difficulty by extending the time frame.

You need to be able to quantify your results so they must 

be measurable. Once you have your overall goals then 

these need to be recorded on a regular basis so that 

you can make sure you are keeping closely on track. It 

also enables you to record progress against an objective 

measure. When you’re on track, this increases motivation. 

If you’re off track, then you’ll know what you need to do.
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BUSINESS TIPS

This further increases motivation. In other words: what 

gets measured, gets done.

Your goals need to be inspirational. They have to inspire 

you. In fact it’s much more than that. Your goals must really 

mean something to you -  they have a higher purpose. One 

of the things to consider here is your “why”? Why are you

There is no substitute for hard, 

focused work -  you will need the 

internai drive to do it for yourself. éé

in business? What do you love about it? If you have a large 

enough “why”, it will always pull you through the tough 

times. It'll also give you the détermination to find the “how”. 

You need a tim efram e. So your goals need to be 

dated. They must be time bound and include intérim 

deadlines. If not, things will go on and you’ll let yourself 

off the hook.

To make your goals more powerful and more likely for 

you to see them through then they should be shared. 

On a regular basis tell others about your goals. This will

automatically give you the additional pressure (and drive) to 

achieve them. You will need a great deal of self-motivation 

to achieve goals that you set but at the same time a problem 

shared is a problem halved. It’s also motivational to have 

some external input and support along the way. There is 

no substitute for hard, focused work -  you will need the 

internai drive to do it for yourself, but you will make it hard 

for yourself if you try and do it on your own.
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